Gap Filling Grammar Exercise

Fill in the blanks.

1. The sick boy looked ........................................
   
   pale

   pail

2. The cat licked .............................................. tail.
   
   its

   it's

3. ........................................ raining.
   
   It's

   Its
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4. The lecture was quite ...........................................

- disinteresting
- uninteresting

5. I have so ........................................ to do.

- much work
- many works

6. They are very rich, .........................................?

- are they
- aren't they
- aren't them
7. .............................................. beautiful painting it is!
What a
What
How

8. .............................................. terrible!
What
What a
How

9. It was a ...................................... experience.
terrifying
terrified
10. I was …………………………… to hear the news.

- horrifying
- horrified

11. The snake ……………………………… the frog.

- caught
- caught

12. He ……………………………….. for his generosity.

- known
- is known
- knows
Answers

The sick boy looked pale.
The cat licked its tail.
It’s raining.
The lecture was quite uninteresting.
I have so much work to do.
They are very rich, aren’t they?
What a beautiful painting it is!
How terrible!
It was a terrifying experience.
I was horrified to hear the news.
The snake caught the frog.
He is known for his generosity.